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UNDERSTANDING THE LANGUAGE 
OF CHARTS...

At first glance, a chart looks simple to interpret.   However, 
what exactly do all those different symbols mean?   Before 
your next day on the water, have a look at the symbols 
taken from a few Australian nautical charts.

On this page, you may be able to notice how, on the left, the depth 
contours are dashed and the depth values (soundings) are written in 
upright text.   This means they are from older or incomplete surveys.

In contrast, in the shipping route on the right, the depth contours are 
unbroken and the soundings are written in sloped italic text.   This 
means they are from modern and more reliable surveys.   More 
information can be found in the Fact Sheet – Accuracy and reliability of 
charts.

On the next two pages, a wide variety of chart symbology, plus simple 
explanations for each, should help next time you venture into unfamiliar 
areas.

Italic soundings and continuous contour lines indicate 
an area of good quality soundings 
(refer to the ZOC diagram on paper charts)

Upright soundings and broken contour lines indicate 
an area of poor quality soundings 
(refer to the ZOC diagram on paper charts)



Airport 

Mud and shell bottom 

Anchorage Area 

Marine Reserve - legislative 
restrictions apply to access

Designated Shipping Area certain 
commercial vessel must navigate within 
these limits   

Radio reporting point showing 
direction of vessel movement 

Depth at chart datum is 30.5 metres

Flood tide stream with 
a rate of 1 knot

Ebb tide stream with a 
rate of 2 knots

Height of the peak 
- 256 metres and 
position of summit  

Underwater rock - depth 
unknown

Rock that covers 
and uncovers

Isolated danger beacon with light - 
flashing 2 every 6 seconds  

Beacon with light - single green 
flash every 2 seconds  

Eddies - (swirling water)

Overfalls tide rips 
races 

Mangroves

Submarine power 
cable 

Unsurveyed area - 
depths unknown

Rock bottom 

Height of island is 
33 metres - brackets 
indicate off position

10, 15 and 20 
metre depth 
contours

Dir 286˚

Obstruction - depth unknown

Yellow buoy 
No anchorage zone - 
anchorage prohibited

Historic wreck and restricted 
area  

Spoil area - where 
dredged material is 
deposited 

Beacon with name 
- no light 

Anchorage berth with  
swing circle

Wreck - least depth known 
by sounding only 

Shipping channel depth 
maintained at 15.5 metres 

Obstruction - with least depth 
of 8.4 metres 

Environmentally Sensitive 
Sea Area - restrictions apply   

Wreck, least depth unknown 

Upright depth - sounding 
is unreliable 

Yellow buoy - yellow light 
flashing 1 every 5 seconds

South Cardinal Mark 
- flashing 6 very quick 
followed by 1 long. 
Sequence - every 10 
seconds   

Sector light - single white 
or green flash every 3 
seconds (depending on 
what sector you are in).  
Elevation is 6 metres. 
Range 6 nautical miles.      

Wreck - showing any 
portion of hull or super-
structure at chart datum 

Port lateral mark - single red 
flash - every 3 seconds  

Starboard lateral mark - 
single green flash every 3 
seconds 

North cardinal mark - 
flashing continuously quick 

Transit line at a bearing of 286°

Wreck, least depth unknown, 
considered to be potentially 
dangerous to some vessels 


